. . .where every program inspires reading!

READING LIST
Using selected books from the list below, Steve introduces students to various winter festivals like: Diwali,
Kwanzaa, Solstice, Lunar New Year, Ramadan, Hanukkah, and of course, Christmas. The reading list is
subject to change based on time constraints, age groups and special customizations to the presentation.

The Snowy Day
by Ezra Jack Keats
ISBN 0670654000
Viking Juvenile © 1962
Summary: The Snowy Day, a 1963 Caldecott Medal winner, is the simple
tale of a boy waking up to discover that snow has fallen during the night. The
little boy celebrates the snow-draped city with a day of humble adventures-experimenting with footprints, knocking snow from a tree, creating snow
angels, and trying to save a snowball for the next day.
Snip, Snip . . .Snow!
by Nancy Poydar
ISBN 0823413284
Holiday House © 1997
Summary: Sophie can't wait for sledding, snowballs, and snowmen. Then the
weather forecast comes--snow is on the way. Sophie prepares her sled and snow
boots and everything she needs for a snowman. She can hardly sleep, but in the
morning there's still no snow. In desperation Sophie asks her teacher if they can
make snowflakes, and the class creates an indoor paper snowstorm. Finally it
starts snowing and by the next morning there is plenty of real snow.
The Big Book of Trains
by DK Publishing
ISBN 0789434369 © 1998
Summary: The Big Book of Trains is setting off on a journey to explore the
fastest, heaviest, longest, and most fantastic trains in the world. Features more
than 50 of the world's most amazing trains, from the Bullet train-the fastest-and
the Rocket-the oldest-to the Trans-Siberian Express, the longest scheduled train.
Explained in simple language and packed with enough fascinating facts to
satisfy every avid young enthusiast.
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The Polar Express
by Chris Van Allsburg
ISBN 0395389496
Houghton Mifflin, © 1985
Summary: One couldn't select a more delightful and exciting
premise for a children's book than the tale of a young boy lying awake
on Christmas Eve only to have Santa Claus sweep by and take him on
a trip with other children to the North Pole. The Polar Express rings
with vitality and wonder.

100 Things You Should Know About Planet Earth
by Peter D. Riley
ISBN 1590844548
Mason Crest Publishers © 2003
Summary: 100 Things You Should Know series opens up to children the
fascinating world of science. Children will gain a valuable appreciation of the
basics of science and its impact on their world, as well as seeing science at work
firsthand, in simple experiments and activities. Detailed artwork illustrates more
complex topics, helping children to absorb information with ease.

The Shortest Day: Celebrating the Winter Solstice
by Wendy Pfeffer
ISBN 0525469680
Cutton Juvenile © 2003
Summary: The beginning of winter is marked by the solstice, the shortest
day of the year. Long ago, people grew afraid when each day had fewer
hours of sunshine than the day before. Over time, they realized that one
day each year the sun started moving toward them again. This book
explains what the winter solstice is and how it has been observed by
various cultures throughout history.
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Diwali Hindu Festival of Lights
by June Preszler
ISBN 0736863958
First Facts Books, © 2006
Summary: This book discusses the history and traditions, as well as the
symbols and current celebration of this Hindu holiday. It is an excellent
resource for information about the festival and how it relates to the history,
culture, and people of India. The beliefs, important stories, sacred books,
common practices and influence on society are discussed. Foods, crafts,
instruments, and costumes are also described.
Celebrating Hanukkah
by Diane Hoyt-Goldsmith
ISBN 0823412520
Holiday House, © 1996
Summary: Presents the history, traditions, and significance of Hanukkah as
it is celebrated by a Jewish family in San Francisco. The basic history is
here, as are instructions for playing the traditional game of dreidel and
making potato pancakes and other information about Hanukkah.

Ramadan
by Suhaib Hamid Ghazi
ISBN 0823412547
Holiday House, © 1996
Summary: The month of Ramadan, an Islamic time of fasting, feasting,
sharing, and prayer, is seen through the eyes of young Hakeem. Along with
his family, he watches the night sky to see the new moon that signals the
beginning of the special month.
The Very First Christmas
by Paul L. Maier
ISBN 0570050642
Concordia Publishing House © 1998
Summary: Examines the Nativity story as the origin of Christmas, viewing
it in both scriptural and secular contexts. It doesn't follow the prescribed
children's Christmas-book themes--with fairy-tale winter settings in quaint,
old European towns. Instead, the story is set in the American West, where a
curious 8-year-old boy wants a "real" bedtime story. His mother then tells
him the miraculous story of the Nativity.
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The Night Before Christmas
by Clement C. Moore, Illustrated by Mary Engelbreit
ISBN 0060081600
Harper Collins © 2004
Summary: Readers young and old are invited into the enchanting world of Mary
Engelbreit in this sparkling edition of Clement C. Moore's classic poem. It is the
night before Christmas, in a house so cozy and colorful, so filled with
expectation, so dusted with Christmas magic that only this beloved illustrator
could have created it.

Celebrating Kwanzaa
By Diane Hoyt-Goldsmith
ISBN 082341048X
Holiday House, © 1993
Summary: The rituals of Kwanzaa are clearly presented and handsomely
photographed in this well-designed photo-documentary. Kwanzaa symbols
and the principles for each day are briefly defined, and the origin,
application, and celebration of the Seven Principles of the holiday are
movingly explained.

Lights of Winter: Winter Celebrations Around the World
by Heather Conrad
ISBN 0971242518
Lightport Books © 2001
Summary: Children's picture book about winter celebrations around the
world: Solstice, Yule, Christmas, Kwanza, Hanukkah, Teng Chieh,
Diwali, Soyal, Las Posadas, Zagmuk, Saturnalia. For ages 3-9.
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